Host ScottB says:
Last time on ACTD: Paula Greene...
Host ScottB says:
Transport ships carrying the coveted Nordronium arrived on scene, and summarily injected the compound into the Jantami sun, giving the PG and the transport ships three days to evacuate as many people as possible
Host ScottB says:
The FCO's pilot teams launched off towards Jantami II, while the CTO and CO questioned the increasingly-edgy Joran'T'Kam government leaders.
Host ScottB says:
Now with only a little less than 70 hours left until the star is predicted to nova, will the Paula Greene crew successfully get the selected survivors off the surface and out of the system in time?
Host ScottB says:
And now, the continuation...
Host ScottB says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= CONTINUE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
CTO_Ryan says:
::Standing on the Bridge at tactical station one, monitoring the evacuation procedures::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: arrives at the sickbay doors... pauses a moment and steps in ::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::walking towards the Stellar Cartography room::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::On her way to stellar cartography::
CMO_Cameron says:
::in sickbay, working on creating mass amounts of Hyronalin::
CEO_Hull says:
::In ME running simulations for mass evacuations using the ships cargo transporters as emergency pads.....also converting the empty cargo bays to disaster relief shelters by the Engineering staff::
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Please contact the Death Valley and get a status update on their evacuations.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::arrives at the door, and enters::
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Working on it.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns as Tealk enters::  XO:  Tealk...  ::nods::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::checking with the pilots in the shuttlecraft and trying to supervise the conversion of the shuttle bays into  temporary barracks style berthing::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: looks around for the CMO and recognizes him from his starfleet profile :: CMO: I am Doctor tr`Raedheol... you must be Doctor Cameron ?
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Status on the shuttle evacs?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Hello Tsalea.... Jafo won’t be able to join us... He told me to proceed without him.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::onboard the shuttle viewing the PG as she begins to fill the viewscreen.::  EO:  Beautiful..
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Death Valley: This is the USS Paula Greene, requesting an evac update.
CTO_Ryan says:
*CEO* Lt. Hull, what is the status of our cargo bay preparations?
CMO_Cameron says:
::notices Raedheol enter::  MO: Yes, welcome aboard.  I take it you've been apprised of our current situation?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: They are proceeding to the rendezvous points on the surface and have checked their replicators and such.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods::  XO:  I have come up with an idea that is possible.  It is not a cure all, but it will give these people back some of their time to find a new home.
EO_Elliott says:
@::with the CNS, leaning back in his chair:: CNS: A technological marvel.... ::looks over at her:: And in many ways a waste of resources ::grins:: They're big, and beautiful, but smaller ships tend to be more efficient.
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Good, very good.  Keep me informed.
CEO_Hull says:
*CTO*:  We are in the process of adding replicators and EPS conduits to power all necessary equipment per Emergency Protocols.....they will be ready for occupancy within the half hour
Host ScottB says:
<Death Valley> & COM: Paula Greene: Paula Greene this is Death Valley. We're currently running all 8 of our active shuttles, pulling roughly 20-30 survivors per round. We have completed approximately 20% of our caravan assignment.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: My pleasure, are we going to want a security desk in each berthing area?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Shrugs::  EO:  More maneuverable maybe, but you can't deny what she can offer.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: nods :: CMO: Concerning the radiation treatment of the survivors of the disaster... How may I be of service?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::nods:: CSO : Proceed... ::walks over to the controls, and the Jantami star in it's current state appears in the large screen:
CTO_Ryan says:
*CEO* Excellent, Chief.  Inform me when the cargo bays are ready for occupancy.  Ryan out.
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Death Valley: Understood, and thanks. Paula Greene out.
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Affirmative.  I have already made provisions for this.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Joins him::  XO: If we modify the torpedoes to carry matter and antimatter, then aim them at the sun so they strike off of each other, creating intense heat, we can start another chain reaction.
CMO_Cameron says:
::nods to the rest of the team, busily preparing doses::  MO: You can take charge here while I liaise with Commander Amendoeira about administering this medicine.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: OK, just wanted to be sure ::smiles::
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO: This chain reaction would ignite the helium, turning it into carbon, therefore giving off enough energy to balance the suns gravity with its energy output.
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Death Valley reports 20% complete on their side of the evac.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::turns to her:: CSO : Reaction to do what?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Taps her console.::  COM:PG:  This is the Rideau, requesting permission to dock.
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO: The sun will eventually become a Red giant, for there is no current knowledge to prevent that.  However, this will not occur for about 300 years.
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: She can offer a lot, I agree.  Not all of it good.  She can be outrun, and if she's destroyed it's a lot of people, and a lot of resources.  On the plus side, it's a lot of people to get to know, and it's a great class to be an engineer on.
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO: This does not mean they would have 300 years though for they will have to be off their world before then, for the suns photosphere will eventually expand outwards to the planet basically be too hot.
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Acknowledged.  I want their status updates every 30 minutes.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Tsalea.... In English, please.. ::smiles::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Taps the tactical console dispatching the security teams to their assigned posts::
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Aye, will establish a fixed protocol until further notice.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* Can we screen half of Shuttlebay #1 with a forcefield?
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Acknowledged.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Pauses a moment to rearrange her thoughts to a simpler language::  XO:  Do you understand the process of how a star works?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@EO:  You’re right there.  Now can you fly as well as you talk.  ::looks at him and grins::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
::blinks :: CMO: I shall do as you wish... :: looks around sickbay ::
CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  Sir, this is Lt. Hull, I have completed my simulations on evacuation of the planet surface.  Using the ship's 12 personnel and cargo transporters converted to Quantum level for bioscan, we can beam up 250 people at a time, but we will need to drop down to a low orbit of 15,000 km
CMO_Cameron says:
MO: Thank you.  If you have any clever ideas, let me know.  I could use a few.  I'll be in Stellar Cartography if you need me.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Errrr... The Academy days are sooo far behind me... Only the basics...
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: nods :: CMO: Yes Doctor.
CMO_Cameron says:
::exits sickbay::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Taps her console again.::  EO:  I guess they are busy.  They are not answering.  Let me try again.
EO_Elliott says:
@::turns to look at the CNS, and grins, eyes sparkling:: CNS: I can try.  ::leans forward, and takes manual helm control::  I was really annoyed... I was never actually allowed onto the Academy flight team
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Chuckles::  EO:  How many shuttles did you crash ?
OPS_Baley says:
::starts checking the crew records to get the highest rated people onto the transporters::
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters a turbolift::  TL: Stellar Cartography.
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: Solid plan.  I don't think it would be a good start to drive straight through the shuttlebay door.
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Things are proceeding on schedule for a change.  Makes me wonder when the "wrench" will be tossed into the works.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@COM: PG:  Paula Green this is the shuttle Rideau.  Requesting permission to dock.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CEO*: Very well, Chief... Work with the FCO and OPS on that... Plus, you need to find out if the people are gathered down on the planet or not. Scattered people would make hard to do what you want.
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  The sun basically works, by the hydrogen atoms hitting each other, turning into helium.  This gives of energy that occurs in the center of the sun and radiates out.  Between the suns output of energy and its gravitational pull, the sun is kept in a form of balance.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@EO:  It would make a heck of an impression though.
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: None.  ::shrugs:: Damaged a class two once, but we were just too crowded.  
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: That's true.
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Shuttle, apologies for the delay. Docking permission granted, but be aware of any unusual activity around the shuttle bays.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: looks around and sees the nurse :: Ridge: Excuse me... would you be able to give me a brief introduction to your sickbay... the CMO is going to be occupied in Stellar Cartography
CNS_Lorehani says:
@ COM: OPS:  Acknowledged.   We are beginning docking procedures.
CMO_Cameron says:
<Nurse Ridge> MO: Of course, sir  ::points::  Over there is The Chief's office.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Looks for comprehension::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
XO: Ok... Continue.
EO_Elliott says:
@::cuts to thrusters, and aims at shuttlebay one::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Settles back in her chair.::  EO:  Ok, try not to scratch the paint.  ::Grins::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: nods ::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* Can we erect an airtight shield in shuttle bay one at need?
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Hmmm....looks like you have an extra shuttle to use, Lieutenant.
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters Stellar Cartography::  XO: Commander, sorry to interrupt.....
CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  According to the specs Sir, scanners in emergency mode are at low resolution, they will need to be gathered up into groups, I'm not sure we have the man power or the time for that, but I'll do my best
Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The sun's rate of normal solar flare ejection begins to increase again
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::Looks at scans and brightens:: CTO: So We do
CMO_Cameron says:
<Ridge> ::points left::  MO: And there is the main examination room, the biobeds.  It's a standard configuration.  Doctor Cameron's not been on board long enough to make any significant changes, sir.
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  Over time, the hydrogen is all converted to helium, hence the change in the star.  The helium then starts its own process of fusion which becomes carbon, thus balancing the sun again.  This process normally takes millions of years.  We will accelerate it.
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: Ours, or theirs? ::winks, and concentrates on his console::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Thought that might make you happy.  ::Grins::
OPS_Baley says:
*CEO* Baley to Hull, requesting a status report on transporter maintenance.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::chuckles::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::rolls eyes, and motions for the CMO and CSO to wait:: *CEO* : Chief, the locals were to take care of that... Just run it by them so you know how they are doing with the task.
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: Lot of activity round the shuttlebay.... lots of people... ::slowly navigates in::
CMO_Cameron says:
::waits patiently::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*XO*: The Natives have some space worthy craft, but their max speed is about 3/4 impulse... maybe we could use some of those to also boost the saved rate?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@EO:  Hmmmmm, I wonder what is going on?
EO_Elliott says:
@::ignores the CNS, too busy making sure he doesn't crash::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO: I didn't get all of that, but there's only one question on my mind... Could this process destabilize the star even more? Precipitate the nova event?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Sits back up and pays closer attention.::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: nods ::Nurse: I shall have to make due ::smiles and moves over a computer access ::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*FCO*: O'Rourke, I was under the impression that they where already using their craft for evacuation?
EO_Elliott says:
@Self: Closing on shuttlebay.... thirty... twenty nine.... cutting exhaust....
CMO_Cameron says:
<Ridge> MO: Yes, sir.  Just let me know if you need anything.  ::frowns a little::
CEO_Hull says:
*CTO/OPS*:  This is Lt. Hull, I've gone through some specs and simulations, using the ship's personnel and cargo transporters, we will be able to beam up approximately 1000 people per hour, but they will be needed to be in groups, and the ship will have to be in a low orbit of 15,000km
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::turns to the CMO:: CMO : Yes doctor?
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  No.  Will it last as long as predicted?  That is unknown.  There are too many factors either involved or missing.
Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Two other shuttles suddenly whiz by the EO & CNS at full thrusters
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  However, we can not be worse off then we are now.
EO_Elliott says:
@::running through the landing sequence, locating a clear area in the bay to slip down into::
CTO_Ryan says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged, Chief.  We will move in when you are ready.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*XO*: Some of their slower craft they had not planned for, sir, but I figure in a tractor....
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO: How much more time will this give us?
EO_Elliott says:
@::curses, and ducks as those other shuttles fly past at breakneck speed::
CMO_Cameron says:
XO: Sir, we're about ready to start administering the Hyronalin treatment to the population.  I was just wondering if you had anything in particular you needed me to know, or if you have any ideas.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: shakes his head and wonders if all Starfleet technology will be as alien then its Romulan counterpart ::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@ ::Antennas twitch as the shuttles zoom.::  EO:  Hey are they crazy!?  ::Mutters:: Self:  Look who is asking that question.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*FCO*: Work with the CTO on finding a way to include those slower ships in our warp bubble...
EO_Elliott says:
@::murmurs:: I hate landings......... fifteen... thirteen.....
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*XO* Aye, Sir
CMO_Cameron says:
<Ridge> MO: Er......sir?
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  At the worst prediction, a couple of years.  At the highest end, 150 years before the suns photosphere will be too hot for this planet.  Another 150 before it completes the process of becoming a red giant and stabilizing.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::turns to the CTO:: CTO: I am sending you the data on these other craft
EO_Elliott says:
@::edges the shuttlecraft into the bay, really going far too slowly considering that other people are trying to do it more quickly::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Acknowledged.  ::Waits for the data to appear on her console::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: looks up :: Nurse: Yes.... have you begun the  preparations ?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::shakes head:: CMO : None doctor.. You may proceed... But you'll need a lot of manpower to administer those dosages. And I’m only authorizing you to do that to people already beamed aboard our ships... I'll have no more personnel down on the planet. Each one is one less people we'll save if we're needed to hurry...
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: I figure that we might gain another couple of thousand at least with supplies....
CMO_Cameron says:
<Ridge> ::composes herself, slightly glad she didn't have to ask the question on her lips::  MO: Yes, sir.  I'll get right on it. ::rushes away::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: That's a good increase....::Looks over the data on her console::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@EO:  Are we there yet?  ::Winks::
OPS_Baley says:
*CEO* I've just finished checking the crew roster, and have checked we have the most efficient operators available for duty. I'll make sure each is familiar with the non-standard techniques we'll be using. Do you have any other recommendations?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CMO: Well.. We've got nothing to loose, it seems... What do we need to do?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: And if we can get a few of the other ships to also do the same...
Host ScottB says:
<Dockmaster> COM: Shuttle: Are you *ever* going to finish landing?!? We're busy in here!
EO_Elliott says:
@CNS: Just hold your horses another five seconds..... ::bites his lip, and cuts all engines, letting the ship down with a slight bump:: CNS: We're in.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: looks to see where she retrieves the equipment attempting to familiarize himself with the layout of sickbay ::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@EO:  Well about time. ::Chuckles::  No wonder you didn't make the flying team.
CMO_Cameron says:
XO: Well, sir, most of the crew has been trained in basic medical procedures - we need to get as many people down there to administer the treatment.  We should set up treatment tents; at least have some organization down there.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
<FCO_Yablonski> ::waits for the shuttle to unbutton ::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks up from her console::  FCO: Agreed.  Transfer the data to the other ships with your suggestion.
EO_Elliott says:
@::grins:: CNS: I never actually claimed that I was good to anyone.  Let's get outta here before they start screaming again
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: Shall do and to the surface as well
EO_Elliott says:
::stands, and walks to the back, punching the "door open" button::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Very good.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Powers down her console and then stands, grabbing her bag.::  EO:  First sensible thing you've said today.  ::Grins::  Ok, do we dare check in ?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
<FCO_Yablonski> EO: About time, I need this shuttle
EO_Elliott says:
::opens and shuts his mouth like a goldfish::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::sighs:: CMO : Doctor... Didn't you hear what I said? I can't authorize more of our people down on the planet. We're already stretching the limits to beam aboard as many refugees as we can, I won't have our officer strain those resources even more.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: hopes someone does not come in with a problem appendix he might end up removing his liver ::
EO_Elliott says:
FCO: Take it, by all means.  And be aware that it's too responsive on the thrusters.  CNS: I should be going to Engineering.  Catch you around? 
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: shakes his head at human anatomy ::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Looks at the FCO then at the EO.  Grabbing his arm before he says something to get them into trouble, drags him to the doors and out::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Waits to hear from the CEO as to when we can begin the evacuation procedures::
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Death Valley: Paula Greene, requesting status update. Please advise us if you require any assistance.
CMO_Cameron says:
XO: You also just told me we have nothing to lose.  Sir, we have a duty to the population of this planet.  If I can have at least a few more, we might be able to make enough of a dent into the population to be able to teach them to administer this treatment themselves.....
FCO_O`Rourke says:
<FCO_Yablonski> EO: You should report to ops and get berthing, but god knows where that would be now. ::enters shuttle  and closes door::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
Self; Who in their right mind would put the liver where the heart is??? :: mumbles ::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Looks from Tealk to the doctor::  XO/CMO:  If I may proceed while there is still time, the doctor will have time.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
@<FCO_Yablonski> COMM: OPS: Ready to leave for the surface from the docking port.
EO_Elliott says:
CNS: Good luck.  Everyone here seems a little.... on edge. ::frowns slightly, with a smile on his face, and walks out of the shuttlebay doors::
CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer>:  *CEO*:  Sir, this is Ens. Maverick, we are completing the last Cargo bay to emergency shelter, they others are ready, we should be complete by the time the evacuees arrive to occupy the last one
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::takes a deep breath:: CMO : Ok doctor, you have your way.. But only until we find out if our process will work.. If it doesn’t, I want all the officers beamed back here as soon as possible.
Host ScottB says:
<Death Valley> & COM: Paula Greene: This is the Death Valley. We're nearing our evac limit. We could take more, but that would strain our environmental net, which was being overhauled before we came here.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
Nurse: Will we have sufficient quantities of the drug for the survivors?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO : Commander... What do you need from me to set this plan into motion?
CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  Very well Ensign, good work, Hull out
CMO_Cameron says:
XO: Aye, aye, sir.  Thank you.  ::rushes out of Stellar Cartography::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: The other ships have replied back they can take another 10, 000 that way.
CNS_Lorehani says:
EO:  Good luck to you too.  I better check in and see how this crew is doing.  They are wound tight and that is not good.  ::Waving she enters the TL.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  Permission and the CEO.
CMO_Cameron says:
<Ridge> MO: I believe so, sir.  Our replicators are working at full stretch the now.  ::smiles, and works on::
EO_Elliott says:
::walking down a corridor, looking for a turbolift::
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Death Valley: I'll see if we can provide any engineering support, but that's doubtful under the current circumstances. Paula Greene out.
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters a Turbolift:: TL: Sickbay.
CNS_Lorehani says:
Computer:  Bridge.
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Excellent, Lt.  We may get more people off the surface than we had originally estimated.
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Shuttle: Departure authorized, take it easy out there, we have heavy traffic in the vicinity.
EO_Elliott says:
::finds one, and steps in:: TL: Engineering.
CEO_Hull says:
*CTO*:  The cargo bays are all done, except for the last, and it will be ready by the time the last of the evacuees are beamed aboard.  Once the ship is at 15,000km orbit, we should be ready for evacuating the planet's occupants
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::slumps his shoulders:: CSO : This is worse than the last time we played saviors, Tsalea...
CTO_Ryan says:
*CEO* Acknowledged, Chief, stand by.
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  We offer hope where there was none... and possibly the lives of many where we could only save a few.
CMO_Cameron says:
:;runs into sickbay::  All: Listen up, we've been granted permission to get all available hands to report to medical duty on the planet.  We'll be acting as Division Heads for this exercise.  If you have any questions, I'll be in the Capital with Doctor Raedheol.
OPS_Baley says:
*CEO* The Death Valley is experiencing some problems with their environmental systems, which could probably support more evacuees if fixed. Can we spare any personnel to assist?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*XO* Exec, we figured it out and also asked the other ships of the fleet , total we can add another 12,000
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::smiles:: CSO : I know.. But there are still millions that will die if this doesn't work.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Feels the TL stop and she steps onto the bridge, keeping to the back as to not disturb anyone.  Carefully she observes the crew.::
EO_Elliott says:
::steps out into Engineering::
EO_Elliott says:
::looks at the pulsing warp core::
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  They would have died anyways.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*FCO*: Good work, Mr. O’Rourke..
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO* The Chief informs me all but one cargo bay is ready to receive evacuees, Sir.  He requests we descend to 15,000 Km of the surface to being transporting.
CMO_Cameron says:
*All medically-trained staff* This is Doctor Cameron, all available medical staff report to the transporter rooms immediately.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::shakes his head:: CSO : But now is not the time to wallow.. So... You plan to take the Paula Greene closer to the star and start firing torpedoes?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*XO* In addition we "inherited' another shuttle, it has already launched for the surface
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CTO*: I've cleared him to do so, Commander... Proceed.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Hears the comm and hesitates for a bit.::
EO_Elliott says:
::sees a Lt, and walks over to him:: CEO: Lieutenant Hull?
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO: In general, yes.  I will require all of our torpedoes.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CTO*: Belay that order.
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO* Sir?
CMO_Cameron says:
All: Take your share of the treatment, and get yourselves to the transporter rooms.  You'll take 4 staff each to your medical centers.
CEO_Hull says:
EO:  Ah, Mr. Elliott!
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO: We'll be taking an awful risk stopping the refugee influx....
CMO_Cameron says:
All: Let's go!  MO: Doctor, you'll be with me in the Capital.
EO_Elliott says:
::nods:: CEO: Reporting for duty sir.  I understand we're on a mission of some importance.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Thinks: Here comes the "wrench"::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* So far I have assembly points G, I, K, L, and M being completely evacuated by shuttlecraft
CNS_Lorehani says:
::duty wins out and she re-enters the TL.::   *CMO*:  Doctor, this is Lt Lorehani the new counselor.  How may I help?
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  There is risk in everything we do.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CTO*: New plan... As soon as the doctor's relief teams beam down, I want you to take us to the Jantami star. We have a plan...
CEO_Hull says:
EO:  Yes, this solar system’s sun is about to go nova.  We have been charged with evacuating the planet
EO_Elliott says:
::nods::
CTO_Ryan says:
*XO* Acknowledged.
CMO_Cameron says:
*CNS* Report to Transporter Room 1, Lieutenant.
EO_Elliott says:
CEO: My orders?
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: takes a medical tricorder and some of the drugs and heads to the door trying to remember the direction to the transporter room ::
CMO_Cameron says:
::grabs his medkit::  MO: Follow me, Doctor.
CEO_Hull says:
*FCO*:  That is good to hear Mr. O'Rourke, the cargo transporters are going to be tested to their operational limits in their quantum settings....
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: Plot a course to the Jantami star.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: nods to the CMO and follows ::
CNS_Lorehani says:
*CMO*:  Aye, I'm on my way.   Computer:  Tansporter Room 1 ::the TL moves once again.::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: Aye ::begins working out vectors ::
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Confirm safe transport of the Medical teams to the planet.
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters a turbolift:: TL: Transporter Room 1.
OPS_Baley says:
*CEO* Lieutenant? Any chance on sparing some personnel to assist the Death Valley?
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Doors open as the TL stops.  A quick jog down the hall she comes to the transporter room and enters.  Looks around for the doctor.::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* A bit of better news, we have found a way to save 12,000 more, but it may strain the engines a bit.
CEO_Hull says:
EO:  Check the Main Display Board ::points to the rear of the ME deck::  and take an Engineering team to the main EPS conduit junctions on Deck 38 and 39.  Make sure the power remains at a level flow
OPS_Baley says:
::nods to the CTO:: *Medical Teams* Please confirm safe arrival on the planet surface.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO: Let’s go then, Tsalea.. We are needed on the bridge.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::heads out::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: tries to concentrate on the task at hand while following the CMO ::
CMO_Cameron says:
::enters Transporter Room 1::  *OPS* Will do once we're down there, sir.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Looks at the man entering.:: CMO:  Doctor ?
OPS_Baley says:
*CMO* Acknowledged. 
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: steps on the pad after the CMO ::
EO_Elliott says:
::nods:: CEO: Aye sir.
CEO_Hull says:
EO:  We don’t need any power outages during the evacuation process
CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Lieutenant Lorehani, you'll be with us ::noticing the extra pins compared to the other staff in the room::
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Steps onto the pad.::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
:: notices the CNS and nods politely ::
CMO_Cameron says:
::steps onto the pad::  Transporter Chief:  Energize.
CNS_Lorehani says:
::Nods at the MO.  Sees the CMO looking at her neck:: CMO:  Problem?
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Awaiting transportation of Medical teams now.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: Course plotted
CSO_Tsalea says:
XO:  Tealk, I can do more help with the Chief.  With your permission...
Host ScottB says:
<Death Valley> & COM: Paula Greene: Paula Greene this is Death Valley. We have now completed our evac operation. We successfully are holding 1,200 survivors and are waiting on station for the formation of the convoy.
CMO_Cameron says:
CNS: Err, no, sir.  Welcome aboard.
EO_Elliott says:
::points at some random EOs:: EOs: You're with me, let's go.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
CSO: Granted..
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Acknowledged.  Inform me when they have confirmed transport.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::walks to the nearest TL::
CMO_Cameron says:
@::materializes onto the planet::
OPS_Baley says:
COM: Death Valley: Acknowledged, please hold position.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods::
EO_Elliott says:
::checks the MSD, and climbs into a Jeffries tube::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO: As soon as we have confirmation of transport engage to the Jantami Star.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: looks around on the planet and notices he is still intact ::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CEO* : Chief... Change of plans.. We need you to figure out the best way to fire our whole compliment of torpedoes as fast as possible..
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Materializes on the planet.::  CMO:  Not to be a pain and since I've only been on the ship 10 minutes, what is going on ?  ::Looks around.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
*CEO*:  I need to speak with you.  Please meet me at weapons storage.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CEO*: Start working on it.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
CTO: Aye, the course I have plotted is a slingshot around the star with a near pass here
CMO_Cameron says:
@::gets out his tricorder and points::  MO/CNS: We'll set up over there.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CEO*: Commander Tsalea is going to fill you in on the plan.
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: chuckles silently :: Self : And I thought I was new.....
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
TL : Bridge
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Death Valley reports full complement of evacuees, and is prepared to join the convoy formation when required.
CEO_Hull says:
::Looks up at the overhead::  *XO*  All of them?  Aye Sir!
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: We're treating the population of this planet against the effects of sever radiation poisoning.  Are you any good with a hypospray?
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Acknowledged.
OPS_Baley says:
*CMO* Please confirm all teams have transported safely.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Reb::  CMO:  I've been known to use one a time or two.
CMO_Cameron says:
@ ::walks to what is going to be the main center in the Capital, people starting to flock towards them.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Heads for the storage area::
CMO_Cameron says:
@ *OPS* We're down safely.  Might I suggest that you check with each team?  We're scattered across the planet.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
:: waits for confirmation from the CEO::
EO_Elliott says:
::climbing down to deck 38::
OPS_Baley says:
*CMO* Will do. 
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: Good.  This is Hyronalin.  Give everyone one shot.  That should be enough to help them for now.
OPS_Baley says:
::checks in with the other teams::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::arrives at the bridge:: CTO : Are we on our way yet?
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: We are awaiting confirmation
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::nods and takes the hypo.::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: takes a hypo and a case of drugs and heads to the nearest group of survivors ::
OPS_Baley says:
CTO/XO/FCO: All medical teams report safe arrival on the planet surface.
CMO_Cameron says:
@ ::looks at the crewman with them::  Crewman: I'll need you to ensure that this crowd is kept orderly, Crewman.
CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer>:  I'll be in the Photon Torp storage area if you need me....
CTO_Ryan says:
::Sees the XO enter the Bridge:: XO: Sir, not yet, Sir.  Still waiting on confirmation of safe transport from the Med. Teams.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::engages::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: We are on our way
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS: Excellent... FCO: Mr. O'Rourke... Let’s go.
CEO_Hull says:
*CSO*:  I'm on my way
CSO_Tsalea says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.
CMO_Cameron says:
@::takes his hypospray and starts to treat the population::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CSO*: Commander... How much time will you need to effect the modifications on the torpedoes?
CTO_Ryan says:
::Switches sensors to LRS and monitors::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Arrives at the storage area and looks around at the task ahead of them.::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS : Will our shields manage the closeness to the sun?
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: begins mechanically to administer the Hyronalin into each survivor he sees ::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::sets up and a crowd of scared people line up.  She begins injecting them.  Wishes she can help them sooth their fears.::
EO_Elliott says:
::arrives at an EPS distribution node:: EOs: Okay.  Go on to deck 39, monitor the flow there.  Inform Engineering immediately if there's a problem
CSO_Tsalea says:
*XO*:  Approximately 7 minutes for each one.
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: Oh, and try not to be too repulsed at the sight of these people.  They've been subjected to radiation for months.  Possibly years.
EO_Elliott says:
<EO_Nofix>EO: Understood. ::gets back to the ladder, and starts climbing again::
OPS_Baley says:
XO: Going on our prior calculations, yes. Intensity does not appear to be at lethal levels yet, but the situation is changing rapidly.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
OPS: Well, Mr. Baley, I’m counting on you to keep radiation levels from getting to lethal levels...
CMO_Cameron says:
@ ::continues to treat the people::
EO_Elliott says:
::pulls his tricorder out, and starts monitoring::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO: ETA, Mr. O'Rourke
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: jabs a hypo on the next person and continues to do so mechanically ::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: Point of closest approach 15 Minutes
CEO_Hull says:
::Enters the Photon Storage hangar::
OPS_Baley says:
XO: Normally we'd initiate standard radiation protocols and draw everyone towards the center of the ship. With the evacuees on board, that will be impossible, but we'll manage somehow.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Waiting for the CEO, makes some notes on a PADD.  Turns as the sound of a door opening.::
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::a small child pulls on her pant leg and she looks down into his earnest face.  Picking her up she inoculates him then begins to tickle him.  She is rewarded with a laugh.  She puts the child back down.  He climbs back up beside her where her medicine is laid out and hands her another vile of meds.::
Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Some of the more radiation-defaced patients head up towards the MO
CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  250 the count?
CMO_Cameron says:
@ ::stoically inoculates the sick::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  251.  ::Hands him the PADD with the modification::  We need to get as many people as possible to accomplish this as soon as possible.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Smiles as she takes the vile.:: Child:  Ahhhh looks like I got myself a helper.  ::Giggling, the child stands up straight and tries to touch her antennas. ::
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: looks up to the patients and smiles :: Patients: This will only take a moment... :: picks up a fresh hypo and continues the injections ::
OPS_Baley says:
::carefully monitors radiation levels at the outer areas of the ship::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CSO*: Tsalea... Give me a time estimate.
EO_Elliott says:
::checking the distribution::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: We are into the umbra now
CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  What are we doing?  250 torps in volley's of 10 that is 25 volleys, at 1 minute intervals, that will take 25 minutes to fire every one of them
CMO_Cameron says:
@Person: Now, press it against them like this.  That's one dose.  ::hands them a hypospray::
Host ScottB says:
ACTION: A large wave of EM solar wind ejects from the sun and heads in the general direction of the PG
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: continues to administer the Hyronalin to the patients ::
CSO_Tsalea says:
*XO*:  At 250 torpedoes being modified with 25 teams working on it, it will take 70 minutes to modify them all.
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: How are you doing?
CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:....and 25 minutes to fire them all
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  First, we must modify them for the maximum output possible.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CSO*: Can we fire the volleys as you finish each batch, or do we need to fire them as rapidly as possible?
CNS_Lorehani says:
@CMO:  Not bad.  But I'm about to run out.  Do we have anymore supplies?
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CSO*: Ahh... I see... Then we should have stayed back on the planet until it was time for the firing...
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: Yes, there's plenty in the medkits.  If you run out, Doctor Raedheol can help you.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
::waches the course carefully ::
CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  Sir, the weapons bay launcher can hold 10 torps at a time, so we are limited to that rate
CSO_Tsalea says:
*XO*:  We need to fire them as close to each other as possible.  It is the energy they will create we are after.
OPS_Baley says:
::sees something on the proximity scans, and eyes widen::
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
*CSO, CEO*: Alright...
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: throws the empty medkit to the floor and picks up a fresh one and continues to inoculate the patients ::
OPS_Baley says:
CTO: Shields to maximum, now. Modulate for solar energy.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO: Turn us back... We can still evacuate a few more refugees until they are ready with the torpedoes...
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Nods at the CMO::
CMO_Cameron says:
@CNS: If you see anyone who you think is capable, teach them how to use it for themselves.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  Chief, if we can get as many of your people and tactical on this as possible...
EO_Elliott says:
::frowns as he sees the power levels suddenly fluctuate:: *OPS* Elliott to OPS.  Please confirm a point two percent power drop across the ship?
Host ScottB says:
<Convoy> ^ COM: Paula Greene: This is the Nordronium Freighter Convoy. We have completed our available rescue operations, and have taken aboard approximately 4,000 survivors aboard our 12 vessels.
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: Uhm, we are committed for now. But might I suggest a variable thrust on the torps?
CTO_Ryan says:
OPS: Acknowledged.  ::Taps the console routing full power to the shields and modulation for solar energy::
OPS_Baley says:
*EO* Checking... impossible to tell, we just had to boost shield power.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
FCO: Talk to the CEO and CSO. They’re doing the modifications.
CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  If you want to use all three launchers Sir, we can do this in less than 7 minutes.  
FCO_O`Rourke says:
XO: Aye, sir
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* What if we used variable thrust on the torps, presuming you want them to hit at the same time?
CMO_Cameron says:
*XO* Commander, this is Doctor Cameron.  We've done a lot of the work now; we should be able to leave a lot of this to the inhabitants within the next hour.
CEO_Hull says:
FCO:  Yes, the first torpedoes can make an elongated loop towards the target, and then the second and the third volley can fly directly to the target.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
COMM: CMO: Excellent Doctor.
CNS_Lorehani says:
@::Has now shown approx a dozen people how to use a hypospray.::
EO_Elliott says:
::still monitoring::
FCO_O`Rourke says:
*CEO* Check the model, I think some can be programmed to variable thrust.
CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  Can you make the appropriate targeting program downlinks to the torps, I will get my people on the alterations
MO_tr`Raedheol says:
@ :: nods that everything is proceeding smoothly ::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods::  CEO:  I will be on the bridge.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Exits, heading for the nearest TL.::
CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  Have all available Engineering staff that have finished with the conversion of the cargo bays to come down to the Photon Storage hangar, we need to make modifications to 250 torpedoes
CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer>: *CEO*: Aye Sir
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Steps in::  Computer:  Bridge...
EO_Elliott says:
::contorts his face, and starts punching buttons on the distribution grid:: *OPS* Ops, I hope we don't have to use all the transporters in a hurry... we've got a small power leak somewhere...
OPS_Baley says:
*EO* Timing couldn't be better. ::sigh:: Attempting a trace from here.
CEO_Hull says:
::Thirty Engineers make their way to the Photon Hangar area to make the adjustments
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Steps of the TL and heads for her station to begin the calculations needed...::
Host ScottB says:
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